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LEKH 104   Sin is all powerful to destroy the sinner 
  
 
 
 
 
 

In our earth there are many kinds of elements.  These elements 
combining with each other form other complex elements. Thus when these 
complex elements of various types rub against one another, then fire is 
created from their friction. The simmering fire of all these elements, 
becoming larger and larger, rages on to become a huge flame. Whatever   
comes in the grasp of this flame, it is melted and made into fire-like lava. 
Whenever a new element comes into contact with this flame, an explosion 
occurs and the earth experiences a movement which (we) call ‘earth-quake’. 
When this ‘furnace’ of a very great fire cannot contain the fire within it, then 
the boiling fire gushes out of the earth and this is said to be the eruption of a 
volcano. Such explosions and eruptions of volcanoes occur from time to 
time as a result of which tremendous destruction is caused. This flame of 
fire in the earth simmers and boils for a long period of time and eventually 
exploding out of earth becomes a cause of limitless destruction.  
 
 Similarly many elements are working on this earth, and the combination 
of them create various cross-currents resulting in various types of natural 
calamities such as—storms, typhoons, floods, hail-stones  etc  which 
become the cause of intensive and extensive destruction too. 
 
 In the sky also the combination of various types of elements at a certain 
degree creates lightning of tremendous power and striking with thunder, it 
shows its phenomenon in a moment and disappears. 
 
 According to Gurbani, ‘Whatever is in the universe is also in the body’ 
(Page 695). Just as natural disasters or calamities take place outside, 
similarly inside us in the ‘world of our mind’ mental muddle or confusion is 
always there.  The cause of external calamities is due to the combination of 
natural elements but the confusion 
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or muddle of our mental world is due to our own low base thoughts. 
  

Three types of thoughts arise in our minds— 
 

1 Divine or sublime thoughts of devotion 

2 Neutral thoughts 

3 Low base corrupted thoughts 
 

There are many reasons for the sprouting of these thoughts, such as— 
 

Sublime thoughts bloom through having sadhsangat (the company of the 
holy). 

Low or base thoughts generate through having bad or negative company. 

  The effect of previous births also influences our thoughts. 
 
The effect of previous births is not within our control, but as we continue to 

have satsangat (true company), with the abundance of good superior thoughts, 
gradually the influence of previous births can also change. 
  

It is necessary to ingrain in ourselves that the thoughts and desires of our mind 
are indeed the basic cause or seed which is capable of making our lives— 
 

   Comfortable      or     painful 

   Successful          or     fruitless 

   Good                  or     bad 

   Spiritual             or     materialistic 

   Peaceful            or     agitated 

   Affectionate     or     hollow 

      heavenly            or    hell-like 

   pure                   or     impure 

   theist                 or     atheist 

   guru-oriented or      mind-oriented 
 
For this reason, we are strongly urged in Gurbani to avoid bad company— 
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1 Such faithless cynics, who have forgotten the Naam, are thieves. O my mind, do not 

even  go near them.          (170)  
 
2 The evil people live in the love of materialism. 
       They wander around, totally attached and thirsty. 
       They sit in evil gatherings, and suffer in pain forever; they earn pain, nothing but pain. 
              (1068) 
3 O Nanak, break away from the false, and seek out your true divine friends.   (1102) 
 
4 Kabeer, I have been ruined and destroyed by bad company, like the banana plant near   

the thorn bush. 
The thorn bush waves in the wind, and pierces the banana plant; see this, and do not   
associate with the faithless cynics.       (1369) 

 
5 Kabeer, do not associate with the faithless cynics; run far away from them.  
      If you touch a vessel stained with soot, some of the soot will stick to you.         (1371)  
 

On the other hand repeated encouragement is given to participate in sublime Divine 
company— 
 

6 Everyone, join the holy Saadh Sanggat. 
There you shall find eternal peace; pain will not afflict you any longer.             (196) 

 
7 Be victorious, and win the priceless jewel of this human life, by meditating on Him in 

the holy Saadh Sanggat, even for an instant.      (210) 
 
8 The holy Saadh Sanggat, is so very pure and sacred. 
      Joining the Saadh Sanggat, love for God is obtained.     (393) 
 
9 O Nanak, the sinners become pure, joining the holy Saadh Sanggat; following the Guru, 

the True Guru, they are emancipated.        (528) 
 
10 Joining the holy Saadh Sanggat, meditate on the Naam, the Name of the Lord; your 

efforts shall be rewarded.       (617) 
 

 Not only the influence of previous births can change while having the 
company of sadhsangat (holy company), but the inclination towards low base 
thoughts can be gradually erased too. Acquiring superior divine virtues in the 
company of satsangat (true company ),having flights of the heavens with beautiful 
thoughts and feelings, we enter the lofty-pure spiritual realms of ‘love affection 
relish yearning’ where there is no place for low inclinations or impure thoughts. 
But this play is arduous and only some rare soul has known, cultivated and enjoyed 
it.  
 Whatever has been created in this world, all was generated from the abstract 
(formless ) region and only later it takes the solid form. It is with the abstract 
‘word’ or ‘command’ from the abstract Timeless Being that the whole solid 
creation manifested itself. 
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Similarly when some idea comes in our thought, then becoming distinct 

through our actions, it manifests itself in front of us, for example, before building a 
house, first its plan comes into our thought or brain,  then gradually it begins to 
take shape. 

 
Therefore, our thoughts, ideas-options are very powerful. Their power 

increases or decreases according to the intensity of our feelings behind these 
thoughts. 

 
Our mind acquires the external company of the environment of the 

surroundings and the negative company of the influence of our internal low sensual 
desires such as— 

 

Suspicion 

    Envy 

        Jealousy 

      Duality 

          Hatred 

                 Slander 

        Lies 

          Fraud 

                  Selfishness 

                     Factionalism 

         Enmity 

                     Opposition 

                     Confrontation 

            Fights 

                    Revenge 

                     Lust 

           Anger 

                  Greed 

                      Attachment 

             Egotism 
 

as a result of which it acquires their reflection (influence) with which our thoughts 
are ‘coloured’. This colouring can be good-beneficial or bad and painful. 
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Thoughts of such intense feelings arise from our mind that the deep effect 

of their powerful rays falls on our body, mind, intellect thus forming and changing 
our character. The powerful rays of these thoughts and feelings continually 
emerging from within us day and night, influence other souls and the surrounding 
environment. It is with the backing of this mental colouring that we indulge in 
actions according to which we shape our fate and destiny at every moment. 

 
1 Those actions you perform, day and night, are recorded upon your 

forehead.               (469) 
 
Besides this, the influence of the rays of our deep intense feelings is falling 

on every abstract element and solid thing through the atmosphere of our 
surroundings. In this way the influence of these rays is falling on our— 

 

 Companions 

   Families 

       Neighbours 

       Society and 

           Countries. 

 
This is not all. The influence of the waves of our intense good or bad feelings also 
falls on the elements of nature and on the whole universe.  
 
 
 In the space (ether) of the creation, there is present a very abstract or subtle 
element. The very abstract and intense vibrations of our thoughts spread in the 
whole ether and these are safely kept in the environment of that place or the 
computer of the whole world’s mind. These thoughts are of various levels and are 
recorded and kept safely according to their special levels. Thus the cumulative 
effect, ‘colouring’ or ‘odour’ of these various abstract thoughts is gradually, 
stealthily falling on the environment of the ether and is making it ‘filthy’. 
 
 
 In other words the good-bad ‘impact’ of the thoughts of mankind continues to 
be  recorded and saved at separate levels at every moment in the abstract or subtle 
computer of the ether and becoming powerful through the whole ‘worldly 
environment’ influences the minds of 
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those with similar levels in a good or bad way. 
 
 This means that the good or bad influence of our thoughts however small falls 
first on our minds.  
 
1 Whatever I did, for that I have suffered; I do not blame anyone else.  (433) 
 

Then it changes the abstract environment of the ether and makes it filthy.  
 
Combining with similar specific thoughts in the environment of the ether, it 

becomes potent. 
 
These good-bad powerful thoughts in return have a put forceful influence on 

our minds. 
 
Thus we are entangled in the poisonous vicious circle of our own thoughts 

from which it is extremely difficult to escape on our own. 
 

In this way the impact of the thoughts of our mind and actions falls on total 
mankind  and the effect of the thoughts of mankind boomerangs back at all of us 
through the environment of the creation.  

 
 Therefore, we are ourselves responsible for making the environment of our 
surroundings good or bad and are part of its good-bad ecology.  
 
 In the age of truth or golden age, there was an abundance of beautiful thoughts 
and feelings with lofty – pure Divine virtues and in the universe--- 
 

  Mercy 

   Religion 

    Truth 

            Satisfaction 

      Patience 

             Tolerance 

        Humility 

              Bliss 

          Comforts 

                  Peace 
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`Friendship 

         Service 

              Self-sacrifice 

       Love 

             Fondness 
 

etc,  and other Divine virtues were flourishing. 
 

 Opposed to this, in present times, there is the prevalence of a terrible dark age. 
The environment of the whole creation has become very filthy and dangerous. This 
terrible environment of the age of darkness is the overall consequence of our 
continuous sharp and intense practice of filthy thoughts. 
 
 In other words, in the present age, there is the regime of the abundance of low 
base thoughts which is illustrated in Gurbani as follows— 
 
1 The Dark Age of Kali Yuga is the knife, and the kings are butchers; righteousness has   

sprouted wings and flown away. 
In this dark night of falsehood, the moon of Truth is not visible anywhere.     (145) 

 
2 In this Dark Age of Kali Yuga, there is only pitch darkness.            (210) 
 
3 In the Iron Age of Kali Yuga, fire is the chariot and falsehood the charioteer. (470) 
 
4 In his meditation, Baba found the whole earth burning (in the fire of lust and anger) 
       Without Guru there is utter darkness and he heard the cries of the common men 
                        (VBG 1/24) 

From the above discussion three points emerge clearly--- 
  

Just as in the earth the combination and friction of many types of elements 
result in burning flames, similarly in our minds— 
   

Jealousy 

         Duality 

               Envy 

        Grudge 

              Lust 

        Anger 

              Greed 

          Attachment 

                 Egotism 
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etc, and flames of fires of many types of sensual desires are burning which is 
described in Gurbani as ‘the world is being consumed by this hidden fire’(p 673). 
This hidden fire has gripped the whole world which has become a ‘Fiery World’ or 
one big flame. Because of the abundance of low materialistic inclinations, the value 
of lofty-pure desires in our lives has decreased and day and night entangled and 
enmeshed in this hidden materialistic fire, we are restless and are suffering. 
 
1 My soul is burning like fire, and the knife is cutting deep.   (156) 
  
2 I have seen that the world is burning, in egotism and the love of duality. (651) 
 
3 Entangled and enmeshed in the love of false occupations, the whole world is perishing. 

             (133) 
( 

4 The home of the sinner is on fire. 
It keeps burning, and the fire cannot be extinguished.     (1165) 

 
5 Anger and egotism are within him night and day; he burns, and suffers constant pain.

           (1415)   

 
 Our deplorable plight today is worse than the illustration of the Dark 
Age given by Guru Baba (Nanak) through the above written words 500 
years ago and is still sinking. Our low and demonic thoughts and 
inclinations have become so degraded that the thought of lofty-pure Divine 
virtues is not felt (at all). If some rare good person manifests lofty divine 
virtues, then the majority with low inclinations, oppose him and make his 
life ‘miserable’. It will not be wrong to say  that in the present world of Dark 
Age, life for good people and guru-oriented ones has become difficult and 
painful, because on  every side the bazaar of— 
  

Jealousy 
       Duality 
                Hatred 
          Envy 
               Suspicion 
        Agitation 
               Distrust 
                    Struggle 
            Selfishness 
                  Deceit 
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Cheating 

       Adulteration 

             Moral degradation 

         Aggressive blustering behavior 

     Extortion 

            Robbery 

       Fraud 

              Corruption 

         Enmity-opposition 

                Flights  

           Quarrels 

                   Tyranny 
 
is hot. Our courts are witness to all these. This ‘materialistic hidden fire’ coming 
out from our sub-consciousness, mind, intellect, and heart, burning our body-mind 
takes our – 
 

   Families 

       Neighbours 

     Districts 

          Villages 

       Towns 

                Countries  
 
and the whole world into the grip of its flame. Through their ‘intense vicious rays’ 
the whole universe is experiencing mighty and oppressive influence resulting in our 
great world wars, and restlessness, arguments, enmities, tyranny and fights in all 
countries. From this it is clear that the root cause of the ‘muddle’ and ‘confusion’ 
world- wide is indeed our own low base and poisonous thoughts and it is in fact the 
expansion and flourishing of these poisonous thoughts.  
 
 The abstract poisonous effect of these degraded thoughts has penetrated the 
worldly atmosphere so deep that the whole nature is changing. For this    
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reason, despite the existence of— 
   

Modern civilization 

         Modernity 

     Scholarship/learning 

               Philosophy 

         Scientific progress 

                Comfort 

           Luxurious living 

                 Entertainment 

           Pleasure 
 
and other new means, we are weaker, more sick, more agitated and suffering more. 
  

The second thing is that the root cause of our deplorable plight is our 
ignorance or darkness of illusion as a result of which we entertain wrong, low or 
vicious thoughts and indulging in wrong actions, make our lives bitter and painful. 

 
1  Whatever I did, for that I have suffered; I do not blame anyone else.  (433) 
 
2 As she has planted, so does she harvest; such is the field of karma.  (134) 
  

In other words through our own vicious thoughts, we are ourselves making our 
lives painful. In this way we are becoming the cause of destruction of our own self 
and of the creation as a whole. The truth is that our— 

 

   Low thoughts 

        Low inclinations 

     Filthy actions 

           Sensual desires 
 

or ‘sin’ appearing before us, are giving us punishment.  
  

‘Sin is all powerful to destroy the sinner.’  
 
 This is a Divine eternal rule. 
 
 The third point is that the intense vibrations of our personal wrong vicious 
thoughts 
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greatly increase and becoming very sharp, continue to accumulate in the 
abstract computer of the ether and are making the pure natural universe filthy 
and poisonous as a result of which degradation intertwined and interwoven in 
the muscles and fibres of nature has saturated it. Just as flames of fire burn in 
the earth, and when they cannot be contained, then exploding  they cause 
destruction, in the same way the ‘hidden fire’ of sins in us increases, boils, 
thunders and explodes which of and on manifests itself in the form of fights. At 
any time, this internal ‘fire-like lava’ overflowing and the internal volcano 
exploding and taking the whole world into its grasp, can become the cause of its 
destruction or doomsday. 
 
 Although we continue to complain and criticize this degradation, yet we 
ourselves are unable to leave the old ‘life-routine’ of corruption. 
 
 We take support and guidance of this corruption in every aspect of our life 
and for the fulfilment of our justified and unjustified needs, do not refrain from 
using low base means. 
 
 The vicious mental ‘diseases’ of corruption having increased and having 
become powerful like tuberculosis, have penetrated, infiltrated, permeated our 
body, mind, intellect, sub-consciousness  and are daily becoming more 
dangerous and deadly. 
 
 As the influence of our thoughts can be so deep and dangerous, it is very 
necessary for us to keep guard over them, but becoming careless and indifferent 
towards the effects of our own thoughts, we are indeed passing our lives 
according to our old habits. In this way, we are making this disease of ‘mental 
tuberculosis’ more chronic and dangerous. 
 
 We indulge in polemics and raise hue and cry about the filthy environment 
in houses, lanes, certain areas, towns and all around, but are becoming 
ignorant, uninformed, careless and indifferent about the dreadful results of 
our internal mental corruption. 
 
 The important point to understand is that bodily diseases disappear with 
death but the self-created mental diseases in the sub-consciousness remain 
clinging even in the future births. 
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As it is, the abundance of corruption in the world is overflowing. If we 
cannot reduce the poison of this mental corruption, we have no right to increase it 
either.  

 
The root cause or ‘seed’ of the prevalence and flourishing of turmoil, 

selfishness, egotism, jealousy-duality, enmity-opposition, hatred, fights-arguments, 
atrocities, tyranny in the whole world is our thoughts and actions, the overall effect 
or ‘colouring’ of which is shining in every aspect of worldly life.   

 
God created a heaven-like creation for man, His offspring, and gifted him 

with every type of comfort but we made this heaven-like creation into hell-like 
creation through the hidden fire of low base thoughts and low inclinations. 

 
Thus we have axed our own feet and experiencing hell are suffering and 

are making others suffer as well. 
 

Kabeer, the mortal loses his faith, for the sake of the world, but the world shall not go  
along with him in the end. 
The idiot strikes his own foot with the axe by his own hand.    (1365) 
 

Some great soul has described this internal hidden fire in beautiful and 
brief words as follows— 

 
“The world is burning, flames of fire are rising. Those who were blessed 

with comfort by the Creator are burning with the internal flames of jealousy, 
duality, numbers, calculation, suspicions etc. The meanness of untrustworthiness, 
unfaithfulness is sticking to the soul, the roots having uprooted from the earth, are 
out, have dried and become fuel, silk (clothes)on the body are rattling, but this 
noise is of dry leaves, and those who are deprived of ‘food’, ‘clothes’ are being 
tortured by hunger, thirst, nudity, wretchedness, desire, agony etc. The beatings of 
poverty have broken waists, minds have broken. The world is hot, the body is hot, 
life is hot, sphere of life is hot, external inclinations are hot, passion (lust) is fire 
hot, anger is fire hot, hunger is hot fire, richness (wealth) is an entire flame, poverty 
is hot, mind is hot, mental faculties are hot, the love of broken dry mind-oriented 
people is hot, Ah! On every side there is nothing but fire, inside there is fire, 
outside too there is fire, religion is hot, the world is hot too. In this fire sits God’s 
beloved, Prahlad! His mind is cool, mental faculties are cool, tongue is cool, heart 
is cool, desire-less the heart is lush, his roots are spontaneously and unconsciously 
implanted in God, his attention is focused on one point, ambrosial nectar is flowing 
from his body hair, fire is paying 
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obeisance. God’s devotee is sitting, yes , only God’s beloved (devotee) is cool. 
God’s name is cool, ‘the Name of the Lord is cooling and soothing.’ Following 
God, man’s child acquires coolness, experiences true comfort, and his soul is cool. 
His mind instead of wandering becomes cool. God’s mercy saves him. 
 

The hot wind does not even touch one who is under the Protection of the Supreme 
Lord  God.          (819) 

 
The masses are searching this coolness, nature is searching, that is why 

nature is creating human bodies. When a mother meets her child or embraces him, 
then in the twinkle of an eye, the splendour of this ambrosial nectar’s coolness is 
experienced. When man’s intense desire bears fruit after having controlled—lust, 
anger, greed, attachment, egotism, then the flash of the same coolness is felt. When 
a hungry man receives a small piece of bread, then in his eyes there is some 
comfort, this is a reflection of the same comfort. When a thirsty person gets water 
then his condition is an electrical flash. Religion and the world are searching for 
this ‘spiritual coolness’, they have an immortal, imperishable, eternal longing for 
‘Naam-coolness’. This longing is in the structure of the creation, it cannot be 
eradicated. How can coolness come about? As long as lust, anger, egotism remain 
in the mind, heart, intellect,’ internal consciousness’ of man, they are his enemies. 
If the soul becomes cool, the very minute less fine than hair ray-like thin abstract 
roots of the mind, somehow or other get implanted in the Formless Creator the  
Timeless Being and then are beautiful ornaments, clothes, weapons, servants and 
bosses of humanity. Otherwise they are flames of fire. All internal colours 
(condition) of man and fire of suffering is kept burning by the five (lust, anger, 
greed, attachment, egotism ) 

 
 In general (it can be said that) the sufferings of the world are the ‘turmoil’ 
created by them (the five (lust, anger, greed, attachment, egotism ). In their 
service, that peace which is in the ‘touch’ of the hand of the meditating sadhu like 
Shah Behlol, is not available. That coolness which Prahlad keeping in his bosom 
could sit in the fire and embrace the hot pillar, does not come. In coolness comes 
faith, what faith in fire? What belief? So the burning world, in self-lit fire ran 
towards religions-creeds to put out this fire. There too they get burnt, they have put 
religion on fire as well. The fire that was burning inside increased wherever he 
went, was not put out, coolness did not come, where is that coolness? In the trap of 
doubt-fallacies, superstitions, religious disputes, fights, factions, egoistic emotions, 
mind satisfactions, mind made rules, mind attracting entertainments etc, people 
experience so much poison that like addicts of intoxicants, they die following the 
rules of religion and syariah. Some become unconscious. It is not 
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known why the world is burning like this. ‘Fires’—are burning in hearts, towns, 
countries.  Everyone is for himself, ‘disorder’---falsehood, greedy desires are 
killing. These are self-ignited fires. In this fire some God’s soul -‘a rare one in 
millions’ is cool, sitting in fire he is cool, the fire does not affect him, it makes a 
crown of red sparks on his head and sacrifices itself.   
    

 Cool attention, focused attention inside, is one point which does not come into 
our control. ’Everything is settled in that one point’.  
 

1 O Nanak, only one thing is of any account: everything else is useless babbling and idle 
talk  in ego.          (467) 

 

Lust, anger, greed, attachment and egotism are weapons for the 
acquisition of the nucleus inside us but the expansion of their needs has lighted so 
much fire. 

 

 People are very impatient to know about the calamity, destruction and the end 
of the world and go about making enquiries probing into predictions and astrology. 
These simple people are not becoming aware of the fact that we human beings have 
sown in our minds seeds of poisonous thoughts ourselves and through wrong 
actions having committed sins have lighted the hidden fire ourselves. Day and 
night we are increasing it, fanning it and filling up the ether with its poisonous rays, 
are becoming the cause of destruction of our own self and the whole creation. In 
other words, we ourselves are responsible for the impending ‘calamity or 
destruction’. ‘Sin is all powerful to destroy the sinner’. 
  

500 years ago Guru Baba (Nanak) seeing the dreadful prevalence of Kaliyug, 
the dark age, warned us as follows— 

 
2 Now, the Dark Age of Kali Yuga has come. Plant the Naam, the Name of the One Lord. 

It is not the season to plant other seeds. Do not wander lost in doubt and delusion.  
(1185) 

 No prophesy or astrology is needed for this situation or topic. 
 

 According to the eternal principle of ‘whatever I did, for that I have suffered’, 
the end-result of our poisonous thoughts and sins is certain and unavoidable 
destruction. 
 
 To eradicate our ignorance and illusions and to save us from low base 
thoughts, actions and sins, from time immemorial many spiritual guides, prophets, 
saints, gurus, incarnations have been coming and creating their respective religions 
and giving the masses lofty-pure life guidance through excellent teachings. 
Religions were created to take people out of the illusion of ignorance and to inform 
them of the means of escaping from the materialistic fire and to acquire lofty 
Divine virtues  
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but now the religions themselves have caught the materialistic fire of— 
  Jealousy-duality 
         Enmity-opposition 
    Hatred 
           Fights-arguments 
      Greed 
              Hypocrisy 
        Egotism 
                Politics. 
 
So who will save the masses? Water puts out fire but if water catches fire then who 
will put out the fire? 
 

Fire burning outside the stream can be extinguished with the water of the 
stream, but if the boat in the river catches fire, how can that be extinguished? 

 
Escaping from the attack of a robber while out in the open, one can run and 
take shelter in a fort or such other place but when someone robs in the fort, 
what can be done then?  

 
If for fear of thieves one takes refuge with a ruler but if the ruler starts 
punishing, then what can be done? 

 
Fearing the dragon -the net of worldly compulsions- if one goes to the door of 
the Guru, but if maya (worldliness) overpowers him there too, then where is 
the escape? 

          (KBG 544) 
 
 Our sins and mental degradation have reached their limit. If destruction or the 
volcano of calamity has not exploded, it is because of the prayers of rare guru-
oriented, spiritually elevated, Naam-practising souls from whose innermost 
consciousness mercy, forgiveness, love, faith-oriented desire, emit strong Divine 
rays which spreading in the ether are neutralizing our self-lighted poisonous fire. 
 
 In Gurbani too the Guru Sahibs taking pity on the burning- smouldering world 
prayed thus— 
 
2 The world is going up in flames - shower it with Your Mercy, and save it! 
     Save it, and deliver it, by whatever method it takes.   (853) 
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Guru Baba (Nanak) has given us very beautiful prescriptions to escape this self-
lighted fire— 
 
1  O my mind, hold tight to the Support of the Lord's Name. 
  The hot winds shall never even touch you.      (179) 
 
2 Seeing that this world on fire, I have hurried to the Sanctuary of the Lord. (571) 
  
3 The Dark Age of Kali Yuga is so hot; the Lord's Name is soothing and cool.  
  Remember, remember it in meditation, and obtain everlasting peace.  (288) 
 
4 The world is on fire; the Name of the Lord is cooling and soothing.  (1291) 
  
 As long as we do not practice these essential teachings of Guru Baba Ji, the 
destruction of the creation with this ‘internal poisonous fire’ and its lava is 
mandatory and unavoidable. 
 
  ‘SIN IS ALL POWERFUL TO DESTROY THE SINNER’ 
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